Learning from malpractice claims about negligent, adverse events in primary care in the United States
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Several organizations have called attention to the deficiency of patient safety research in primary and ambulatory care. This healthcare setting should not be exempt from scrutiny for medical errors. It is a potentially high risk environment because of the increasing complexity of care provided in outpatient settings and the risk created by dysfunctional interfaces between inpatient and outpatient (particularly primary) care. There is a perception that, even if more errors occur in primary outpatient care than in hospitals, they are unlikely to result in significant harm to patients. The few existing studies of patient safety in primary care suggest that this notion understimates the combined effects of patient volume, complexity, and repetitive systematic errors. In addition, studies of physician-recognized errors in primary care suggest that errors occur frequently and that seemingly trivial mistakes can result in severe harm, particularly for vulnerable patient populations.

Recent studies of medical errors in primary care have helped develop reporting systems and preliminary error taxonomies, but they have been small, have relied on physicians’ reports, and may not be generalizable to all primary care physicians in the US or other countries as they have been mainly by family physicians and general practice doctors, excluding general internists and pediatricians who also provide primary health care in the US. To address these limitations and to explore other data that might reveal important features and patterns of incidents and injuries in primary care, we studied malpractice databases of the Physician Insurers Association of America (PIAA). The PIAA is an organization of 52 medical insurance companies whose members insure over 250,000 physicians, 23,000 dentists, and 1200 hospitals in the US and over 400,000 healthcare workers worldwide. PIAA data are analyzed regularly for member organizations to identify claim trends and improve care (http://www.thepiaa.org/publications/datreport.htm), and have been studied to find ways to improve diabetes care. Error related claims from a single state based insurer have also been used to identify clinical processes prone to problems in four medical specialties and to study medication related adverse outcomes.

Common legal principles for medical negligence apply in the US and the UK, and both countries also share problems with how these principles are applied. In both countries a patient must show that a doctor, who owed a duty of care, was in breach of that duty of care and that the breach was causative of a reasonably foreseeable harm. In England, whether a breach has occurred is determined by assessing practice against what a “reasonable body of medical men skilled in that particular art” would do. In the US determination is based on the standard of care for a peer in the same specialty in a similar community. The two countries also share a common experience with rising numbers and costs of claims for medical negligence. In 2000 there were just over 16,000 paid claims against medical healthcare providers in the US with total payments of nearly $4 billion. In 1999 the NHS Litigation Authority closed 3254 claims at a cost of £386 million. Beyond the context of safety, we also anticipated that this analysis might provide evidence for prioritizing efforts to improve quality and reduce costs in both the US and UK.

This study aimed to describe the epidemiology of negligent adverse events from primary care PIAA data, including where these events occurred, the conditions they affected, and the attributed root causes of the resulting claims. Our second aim was to assess the rates of claims for condition-specific negligent events relative to rates of office visits for those same conditions in primary care. Malpractice litigation for overtly negligent events is likely to be more specific than sensitive for errors that occur in health care. However, the process and claims reflect errors that are recognized by the people they affect, and those people bring their claim not only
seeking justice but to prevent others from being exposed to the same error.\textsuperscript{17} Settled claims for negligent adverse events are an expression of patients’ experiences of medical errors causing harm and their desire to prevent them from happening again. For these reasons, they provide a useful insight into errors in primary care.

**METHODS**

**Databases**

We analyzed 49,345 claims settled between 1985 and 2000 involving primary care physicians (family physicians and general practitioners (FP/GPs), general internists, and general pediatricians). Since 1985 many domestic insurance company members of the PIAA have participated in a data sharing project. At the present time there are 14 participating companies reporting about 7,500 claims annually, down from a high in the mid 1990s of about 14,000 annual claims reported by 23 companies. Data in this study represent a total of 361 member years and a total of 1,834,242 exposure years (one physician insured for one year) represented over the history of this project. The goal of the data sharing project is to provide member companies with detailed and credible data to inform risk management programs striving to reduce the incidence of patient injury, and subsequent physician exposure to claims. From 1985 to 2000 member companies had reported 156,000 claims and suits with over 41,000 paid claims.\textsuperscript{18}

**Definitions**

- Suit or claim: a suit is any written demand for compensation in the form of money or services, with no legal papers having been filed in court. A claim is formal litigation that alleges an error or omission on the part of one or more defendants, and demands compensation by money or services to claimant. For our analyses we combined suits and claims as “claims”.\textsuperscript{19}
- Negligent claims: peer reviewed claims judged to involve medical negligence and to be “defensible”.\textsuperscript{20}
- Non-negligent adverse event claims: peer reviewed claims for perceived or actual bad outcomes judged to be “defensible”.\textsuperscript{21}
- Other claims: claims for which reviewers had insufficient or conflicting evidence of defensibility.
- Underlying cause: the earliest and/or most significant contributing cause of a claim is designated by PIAA as a “medical misadventure”. We renamed these “underlying causes”.
- Contributing factors: factors contributing to an incident could be reported for each case. These are typically factors that would not have led to the event independently, but contributed to the effect of the underlying cause.
- Outcome measure: the severity of the incident or injury, categorized as low, moderate, high, or death.

**Explanation of definitions**

Determinations of negligence were based on peer reviews. Many PIAA member companies have physician peer reviewers or review panels that review filed claims. The review panels that determine company liability decisions comprise physicians, one of whom must be the same specialty as the defendant. Peer reviewers have access to the full claim record. The standard of care, professional and patient culpability, and any other circumstances are taken into account. If a physician defendant disagrees with a peer reviewer’s decision, the full committee will review a claim and reach a consensus. Most companies go through this liability decision process but not all companies report decisions to the data sharing project. In the interest of saving resources, some companies report only required fields to the PIAA and the field representing the defensibility decision is optional. If a case is not defensible, this exercise provides a consistent way to explain to physicians why cases should be settled. PIAA companies’ review guidelines are clear—if a defendant doctor meets the standard of care and there are no alterations or blatant omissions in the medical record or communications failures, the company will decide to defend. PIAA found that 87% of “defensible” claims prevailed in court and 93% of all closed “defensible” claims are settled in favor of the defendant.

We renamed medical misadventures “underlying causes” because the process is about selecting a proximal cause for a claim by directing coders to ask: “If this event alone occurred, would the patient have filed suit?” and “Had the other events not occurred, would the presence of this event still have resulted in a suit?” Eighteen medical misadventure codes are used to classify underlying causes (box 1). Reviewers may also indicate that no medical misadventure could be identified.

For the outcome measure we combined the nine categories of injury assigned by PIAA companies and adopted from the National Association of Insurance Commissioners into four categories: low severity (emotional injury, insignificant injury, or minor temporary injury); moderate severity (major temporary or minor permanent injury); high severity (significant permanent, major permanent, or grave injury); and death.

**Statistical analysis**

Frequencies of claims by outcome severity were calculated by event location and by specialty, and Pearson’s \( \chi^2 \) test was used to assess differences in severity categories for event location. Claims were grouped by whether they had been assessed by a review panel and were then further subdivided into negligent adverse events, non-negligent adverse events, and other. We assessed most common medical conditions seen in primary care practices and underlying causes for negligent adverse events. Contributing factors were assessed for frequency of association with outcome severity categories.

**Box 1 Categories for underlying cause of malpractice claim**

- Diagnosis error
- Wrong patient or body part
- Medication errors
- Improper performance
- Failure to instruct or communicate with patient
- Performed when not indicated or contraindicated
- Delay in performance
- Not performed
- Surgical foreign body left in patient after procedure
- Patient positioning problem
- Failure to supervise or monitor case
- Failure to recognize a complication of treatment
- Not or improperly performing resuscitation
- Failure/delay in admission to hospital
- Failure/delay in referral or consultation
- Improper supervision of resident or other staff personnel
- Failure to properly respond
- Surgical/procedural clearance contraindicated
- No medical misadventure
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Incident dates for claims in the reviewed and non-reviewed categories were also analyzed to see if there was evidence of a temporal difference that might suggest a bias; analysis of variance was used to assess differences.

The proportions of negligent adverse events for specific medical conditions were calculated from PIAA data and the proportions of total office visits to primary care physicians for treatment of these conditions were calculated using weighted data from all 14 National Ambulatory Medical Care Surveys (NAMCS) conducted since 1980. We chose to use aggregate NAMCS data rather than a single year as they better reflect the time span over which these claims were generated. We also chose to apply weights to the NAMCS data to better reflect the experiences of the US population. The ratio of the proportion of negligent adverse events for a given condition and the proportion of office visits for the same condition was used to assess the relative risk of a negligent adverse event occurring and resulting in a claim. The National Center for Health Statistics does not currently have standard error estimates for weighted NAMCS data before 1993 so we are unable to calculate standard errors or confidence intervals for the risk ratios. We believe confidence intervals would be quite significant given that these aggregated weighted data represent more than five billion office visits, and recent studies using a decade of NAMCS data in a similar fashion produced robust significant confidence intervals. Information on NAMCS survey methodology is available from the National Center for Health Statistics (http://www.cdc.gov/nchs).

The study protocol was approved by the Georgetown University Medical Institutional Review Board.

## RESULTS

### Negligent adverse events

Just over half of closed claims were reported as having been reviewed for negligence (53%, fig 1). Reviewed claims were slightly more likely to result in an indemnity payment and this was statistically significant (30% vs 26%, \( \chi^2 = 89.8, p < 0.001 \)). Dates for claim incidence were not normally distributed and analysis of variance revealed that the difference in the date of incidence for reviewed vs non-reviewed claims was significant (median 11 January 1987 for reviewed vs 8 January 1989 for non-reviewed, \( F = 1.480, p < 0.001 \)), but not enough to suggest a temporal bias. Of the reviewed claims, 5921 (23%) were judged to be negligent and these claims are the focus of our study.

### Outcome severity

Negligent adverse event claims involving general internists (n = 2751) and FP/GPs (n = 2600) were more common than claims against general pediatricians (n = 570, fig 2). 68% of all primary care claims were related to events occurring in outpatient settings. A higher proportion of claims arising from inpatient care resulted in severe outcomes (22.7% vs 17.6% outpatient, \( p < 0.001 \)) and death (48.6% vs 30.6% outpatient, \( p = 0.006 \)).

### Conditions and causes associated with negligent and non-negligent adverse events

The 10 most common medical conditions associated with negligent adverse events comprised 21% of claims, and the most prominent was acute myocardial infarction (5%,
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Relative risk
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DISCUSSION
Our study identifies conditions and processes where primary health care in the US may be prone to go awry. Claims for negligent adverse events involving primary care physicians occurred more often in outpatient settings than in hospitals where many US primary care physicians provide care. While negligent adverse events were significantly more likely to have severe outcomes when they occurred in hospitals, the total burden of high severity outcomes and death was larger in the outpatient setting. Acute myocardial infarction and cancer were prominent in negligent claims, probably due in part to their prevalence as major causes of morbidity and mortality in the US. However, no single condition accounted for more than 5% of all negligent claims. Distribution of claims among the 18 categories of underlying cause was much more clustered—three out of four claims occurred in five categories—and diagnostic error alone accounted for over one third of claims.

The PIAA data also identified contributing factors that suggest system problems in primary care that need improving. “Problems with records” had a fairly even distribution across the outcome severity categories while “communication between providers” was skewed more towards high severity outcomes and death. Both suggest that frequent errors in primary care, often thought to be trivial, can contribute to bad health outcomes for patients and should not be ignored. The malpractice databases used in this analysis offer valuable insights into the conditions, causes, contributing issues, and severity of errors. However, we also found that analyzing these data with other public datasets adds to the understanding of medical errors. NAMCS data allowed us to explore the relative risk of negligent events for specific medical conditions becoming a claim in primary care. The extension of relative risk evaluations could be further dissected to evaluate sex specific risks (such as breast cancer compared with other women’s health issues) or other specific characteristics of patients, providers, and settings. These are risks of claim—not risk of error—but, as a measure of patient recognized negligent events in the course of their care, these relative risks reveal outlying conditions that may be priorities for improving care and reducing costs.

A weakness of this study is that the “contributing factor” variable is not more robust. This variable is secondary for risk management analyses. Malpractice data might be more useful for patient safety purposes if these factors were more consistently captured and if the categories were drawn from those recommended by Reason,20 Vincent,21 and others. This study has other limitations. Malpractice data provide a limited view of patients’ experiences with errors and adverse outcomes. Previous studies have raised the concern that most physician negligence never leads to malpractice claims, and most claims are not the result of negligence. As in a related study, we have focused on the claims judged to arise from negligent events. The fact that claim volume was not proportional to the volume of care provided in each setting may reflect a lower level of overall severity for both patient health status and outcomes in the outpatient setting, and

Table 1  Most common diagnoses and underlying causes associated with negligent claims (total 5921)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying cause</th>
<th>Error (indecent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis error</td>
<td>2003 (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure to supervise or monitor case</td>
<td>972 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improper performance</td>
<td>898 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication errors</td>
<td>489 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure/delay in referral</td>
<td>248 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay in performance</td>
<td>156 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure/delay in admission to hospital</td>
<td>142 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure to recognize complication of treatment</td>
<td>122 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relative risk
Creating a rate ratio of proportion of claims and proportion of office visits for specific conditions revealed wide variance in the relative risk for error related claims associated with different medical conditions. To exemplify this we chose the 10 most prevalent conditions with error related claims. For example, appendicitis is a relatively rare reason for encounter reported in NAMCS (0.003 %) but is more common for negligent adverse events in the claims data (1.6%). The ratio of these proportions (claims/office visits) is 519.94. This risk ratio is 25 times that of breast cancer (table 3). Even within cancer types there was twofold variation in risk for colon and lung cancer compared with breast cancer despite similar volumes of primary care office visits.
perhaps an operating bias for more severe outcomes to become claims. Furthermore, the number of claims according to the specialty of primary care physicians cannot be denominated since PIAs does not collect physician exposure data. Whether review panel judgments are reliable or valid for assessing medical negligence is still a matter of debate.6 22 23 Assignment of underlying causes, while standardized and rigorous, may have too few categorical options for use in patient safety research. Johnson4 refers to this as “recognition bias”—that is, that the choices for categorizing events is limited and reviewers “fit” incidents to available factors “irrespective of the complexity of the circumstances”. Another potential limitation is that assignment of an underlying cause may not reflect true root causes, with the risk of producing interventions that do not avert bad outcomes. There are also potential biases arising from how lucrative certain diagnoses are when a bad outcome occurs that may influence the prevalence, the relative severity, or the resolution of claims. An important limitation of our analyses is the inability to calculate standard errors or confidence intervals for the relative risk assessments. This is related to the fact that the US National Center for Health Statistics has not yet provided standard errors for NAMCS conducted before 1993. Given that standard errors for subsequent NAMCS (also included in our aggregate data) were exceedingly small, we felt the importance of using weighted clinical data reflective of the same time period as the claims data negated this limitation. As the NCHS retrospectively provides the standard errors for the earlier NAMCS, we hope to be able to correct this limitation.

Implications for research and policy

The prevailing focus for patient safety research and policy to date has been care delivered in hospitals or other inpatient settings.7 24–27 While hospitals have demonstrated threats to patient safety, they are also the least frequently used component of the American health system.27 The overwhelming majority of health care in the US is delivered outside of hospitals.28 There were 25 times more office visits to office based physicians than to hospitals in 2000 (824 million v 32 million).31 32 The volume and increasing complexity of primary care and the potential for relatively

### Table 2: Contributing factors associated with primary care negligent claims by severity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Associated issue</th>
<th>Low severity</th>
<th>Moderate severity</th>
<th>High severity</th>
<th>Death</th>
<th>Total (%) of negligent claims</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problems with records</td>
<td>57 (13%)</td>
<td>131 (30%)</td>
<td>95 (22%)</td>
<td>156 (36%)</td>
<td>439 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consent issues, breach of contract</td>
<td>61 (26%)</td>
<td>110 (48%)</td>
<td>22 (10%)</td>
<td>38 (16%)</td>
<td>231 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premature discharge from institution</td>
<td>16 (9%)</td>
<td>37 (20%)</td>
<td>28 (15%)</td>
<td>103 (56%)</td>
<td>184 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x ray error</td>
<td>24 (15%)</td>
<td>42 (26%)</td>
<td>30 (18%)</td>
<td>68 (41%)</td>
<td>164 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicarious liability</td>
<td>34 (26%)</td>
<td>31 (23%)</td>
<td>30 (23%)</td>
<td>37 (28%)</td>
<td>132 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication between providers</td>
<td>16 (12%)</td>
<td>16 (12%)</td>
<td>27 (21%)</td>
<td>72 (55%)</td>
<td>131 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>796 (19%)</td>
<td>1039 (25%)</td>
<td>779 (19%)</td>
<td>1485 (36%)</td>
<td>4103 (70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1097 (19%)</td>
<td>1531 (26%)</td>
<td>1115 (19%)</td>
<td>2138 (36%)</td>
<td>5881 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are presented as number (%).

### Table 3: Relative risk of negligent adverse event for a specific medical condition becoming a claim

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease or injury category</th>
<th>Error (indisputable)</th>
<th>Office visits to primary care for this condition</th>
<th>Relative risk</th>
<th>Proportion of error claims/proportion office visits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acute myocardial infarction</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>0.045432</td>
<td>3248893</td>
<td>0.0006268003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung cancer</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>0.028036</td>
<td>3580812</td>
<td>0.000689957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>0.024827</td>
<td>6780949</td>
<td>0.001306566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon cancer</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>0.024489</td>
<td>3346139</td>
<td>0.000644746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain damaged infant</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>0.019422</td>
<td>102915</td>
<td>1.962998E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appendicitis</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.016045</td>
<td>160152</td>
<td>3.08584E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meningitis</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.013511</td>
<td>2399513</td>
<td>0.000462343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary embolism</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>0.013342</td>
<td>1938023</td>
<td>0.000373422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.01216</td>
<td>149593203</td>
<td>0.028823989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms involving abdomen and pelvis</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>0.011991</td>
<td>8172013</td>
<td>0.001574598</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Denominated by 5921 error claims.

**Denominated by 5 189 903 572 office visits for all conditions (weighted), 1980–1999.

A relative risk of >1 means that it appears in error related claims relatively more often than patient office visits; a relative risk of <1 means that it appears in error related claims relatively less often than patient office visits; a relative risk of 1 means that error related claims and office visits are the same.
Key messages

- Similar medical negligence principles and problems occur in the US and the UK.
- Malpractice claims data reveal a patient centred view of the burden of harm, costs, and potential protections from medical negligence.
- For US primary care physicians, negligent adverse events more often occur outside of hospitals, are dominated by diagnostic errors, and tell us most about potential priority conditions when combined with clinical data.
- The value of claims data for improving patient safety would be enhanced by better discernment of root causes of negligent adverse events, more complete peer review and determination of negligence, and collecting more complete data about systems failures that contribute to medical negligence.

frequent systematic errors make investigation of errors in primary care critically important.1 15 33 Our findings help describe the scope of patients’ experiences with negligent adverse events in primary care, and offer potential targets for prioritized research or intervention. These targets include refining the taxonomy of factors that cause or facilitate errors. Our analyses also suggest that even “trivial”, frequent error related occurrences contribute to severe outcomes. Patients are affected frequently by “problems with records” and failed “communication between providers”, but these are not typically thought of as important threats to patient safety. Consistent with recent events, we found that these and other system failures have tragic effects when they align with other errors.33 34 More complete characterization in malpractice claims data of system failures that contribute to negligent adverse events may be one of the richest opportunities for future research and efforts to help good doctors prevent lapses in care.
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